
This thesis has been divided into seven chapters. Definition and difference between novel and non-

fiction prose has been deliberated upon in the first chapter. Story, novel, drama and tale are part of 

non-fiction prose. And remaining all kinds like, Seerat, biography, subjects, diction thesis, history, 

journalism, books etc. are included in non-fiction prose. In retrospect, political and social aspects 

have also been highlighted so as to ascertain the events and circumstances that led Sharer to write 

non-fiction prose. Certain movements have been mentioned to identify their effects on Sharer's 

skills. Topics like beginning of Sharer's literary life and his abilities are also included in the first 

chapter. 

Second chapter deals with Abdul Haleem Sharer as a biographer. Commencement and evolution 

of biography and research and critical analysis of Sharer's biography has been carried out in this 

chapter. 

Third chapter discusses Sharer as an essay, composition and dialogue writer. Beginning and 

evolution of essay and composition and Sharer's relating skills have been researched and analyzed. 

Distinctiveness in essay writing, dialogue writing, composition writing, the topics and writing style 

of Sharer has also been evaluated. 

Sharer has been a great historian and critics. A study of history writing is an art. Motives and 

objectives of Abdul Haleem Sharer's historical writings and history books written by him have 

been analyzed in depth. His rank and standing amongst the contemporary historians have also been 

discussed in the fourth chapter. 

Fifth chapter relates to Sharer as a journalist. Beginning and evaluation of journalism, Sharer's life 

as a journalist and research and analysis of various papers & periodicals has been carried out. 

Discussion on Sharer's standing in Urdu journalism has been discussed here. 

Sharer's style and protocol as a book writer is quite persuasive. Evolution of letter writing has been 

briefly touched upon in chapter six. Sharer's letters, topics of effects letters on his personality in 

the light of these letters, its significance etc. have been included in this chapter. 

Seventh, the last chapter summarizes Sharer's contribution towards Urdu literature. Beyond 

doubt, Sharer's contributions can be termed as consecration in the realm of literary circles. 


